What is the Noosphere?
The noosphere is the planetary sphere of mind or thinking layer of planet Earth. To grasp the idea of the
noosphere we must elevate our consciousness and open ourselves to the most general, elemental and
cosmic principles of life on Earth.
As the mental sheathe of the planet, the noosphere characterizes mind
and consciousness as a unitary phenomenon. This means that the
quality and nature of our individual and collective thoughts directly
effects the noosphere and creates the quality of our environment—the
biosphere.
As the Earth’s “mental sheathe,” the noosphere represents the
breakthrough to a new consciousness, a new time and a new reality
arising from the biospheric crisis. This is known as the biospherenoosphere transition.
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Just as the biosphere is the unity of all of life and its support system,
the noosphere is the unity of all mind and its thinking layers. In this way the noosphere can be understood
as the sum of the mental interactions of all life. Within the noosphere exists the evolutionary control
panels, known as the psi bank, the storage and retrieval system for all the mental programs.
As the next stage of evolution of the terrestrial biosphere, the noosphere signifies the advent of a
qualitative/dimensional shift - the passage from one state to another. This is the main investigative topic of
the Noosphere II project.
This perspective of the noosphere, as an evolutionary event, has been scientifically anticipated by Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin, the noted French paleontologist, as well as his colleague (with whom he jointly coined
the word noosphere in 1926), Russian geochemist, Vladimir Vernadsky (see The Theory and History of
the Noosphere).
“The historic process is changing dramatically before our eyes … Mankind taken as a whole is
becoming a powerful geological force. Humanity’s mind and work face the problem of
reconstructing the biosphere in the interests of freely thinking mankind as a single entity. This
new state of the world we are approaching without noticing it is the ‘Noosphere.’”
V.I. Vernadsky
The Internet is the third-dimensional reflection of the noosphere, a form of proto-telepathy. When the
noosphere is fully activated, then the human species will experience telepathy as a collective norm.
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